High Sheriff of Wiltshire, Mrs Nicky Alberry DI, has the great pleasure of inviting you and a guest to the reception of

**cicatrix**

a multi-media exhibition of work by

HENNY BURNETT, SUSAN FRANCIS and PRUDENCE MALTBY

They are joined by the project’s Commonwealth guest artists

SOPHIE CAPE, CATHERINE FARISH and CARO WILLIAMS,

incorporating works from The Swindon Collection, selected by the six collaborators.

**Thursday 13 September 2018, 6-8pm**

Cicatrix marks the centenary of WW1 and offers an alternative viewpoint of events concerned with The Great War and the concept of scarring; the physical marks left behind, seen as part of the landscape, and then the other scars: obscured but clearly evident as memories mapped within those who’ve experienced conflict.

Speeches at 6.30pm from the High Sheriff, Mrs Nicky Alberry DI, Sophie Cummings, Curator and the writer of Silent Landscape, Simon Doughty

Swindon Museum & Art Gallery Bath Road, Old Town, Swindon, SN1 4BA

R.S.V.P. smag@Swindon.gov.uk by 1 September

Exhibition: 12 SEPTEMBER – 1 DECEMBER 2018